1 Brandbook
1.1 Project Identity
1.1.1 Concept
The project identity development was conducted to ensure that
project communications and results are easily recognizable, clear and
attractive by the all project target audiences. To this end, a
comprehensive body of graphic resources was designed according to
following guidelines:





Using a sober palette of non-strident colours.
Using clear and easy-to-read modern fonts.
Developing a logo which highlights the main concept of the
project.
Developing clear icons representative of the project main
components and features.

1.1.2 The Logo
The BUBBLES logo features a conceptual representation of the
separation service, with UAS within a security bubble on separated
trajectories to maintain safe separation distances between UAS and
between them and other airspace users within VLL. The logo also
reminds the screen of an Air Traffic Control (ATC) radar with the first
letter of the project acronym in the middle. This design was chosen to
recall people the well-established ATC while linking it to the project
main objective. This strategy seeks to exploit the widespread
confidence on manned aviation safety to make aware the stakeholders
of how the U-space will contribute to achieve equivalent levels of
safety, thus promoting the public acceptance of UAS.

Figure 1 Main logo.

A second step to emphasize the BUBBLES personality was the
development of the project payoff, which is different from the project
full title, and is linked to the project identity: “BUBBLES Separation
Management Service”. The payoff is a strong communication
element. It is the written explication of the logo and increases the
communication potential of the project in a very simple and
straightforward way.
Figure 2 BUBBLES logo and payoff.

1.1.3 Readability and Protection
Readability
In order to make the logo legible in its entirety, it is recommended not
to reduce the dimensions shown in the Figure 3 and the Figure 4.



The minimum size for best visibility for BUBBLES logo is 15mm.
The minimum size for best visibility for BUBBLES logo and
payoff is 52 mm.

Protection zone
The perimeter of the logo must be protected by creating a minimum
security area that avoids the proximity of foreign elements. For this,
the protection zone of the logo and the logo and payoff is shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 3 Minimum recommended
size for BUBBLES logo.

Figure 5 Protection zone around BUBBLES logo.

Figure 4 Minimum recommended
size for BUBBLES logo and payoff.
Figure 6 Protection zone around BUBBLES logo and payoff.

1.1.4 Corporate Colours
The colours palette chosen by BUBBLES project consists of mainly cool
colours. These fresh colours were chosen to convey harmony and
confidence in our brand.
The chart above shows the code of the colours making up the palette
in different colour systems. As to ensure that the colour palette fits the
specific characteristics of the different media that will be used to
communicate and disseminate the project activities and results, the
following assignment must be used:




CMYK: for hard copy printing (roll-ups, leaflets, ...).
RGB: for screen applications (powerpoint, word, …).
HEX: for web applications (website).

Figure 7 BUBBLES colours palette.

1.1.5 Typography
BUBBLES uses two typefaces which are classiﬁed as main and
secondary typographies according to their usage. Both of typefaces
come in a variety of weights offering a ﬂexible use.

Multicore
Multicore is the main typeface used for titles, subtitles and highlights.
Multicore is also the typeface used for the logo.

Monserrat
Monserrat is the secondary typeface used for a normal paragraph of
text.
Emphasizing some text in a paragraph is used Monserrat SemiBold
typeface.
Multicore and Monserrat fonts are both clean, round, sans serif font,
easy to read. However, they are not standard typographies on users’
computers, so their use is limited to closed content documents created
by professional designers (brochures, corporate pieces,
merchandising, etc.).

Monserrat
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz01234
56789
Monserrat SemiBold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123
456789
As alternatives when is not possible to use above typographies, round
type fonts such as Century Gothic or Calibri can be used for headings
and for body copy.

1.1.6 Logo Versions
Coloured version
The dark blue logo is the preferred one, and should be used whenever
possible. There are three other colours that can also be used if needed.
In any case, all of them must be used on white background.

Logo and payoff
The bubbles logo can be use with the following payoff, both side by
side and stacked. Theses versions can be used with any other colours
included in the BUBBLES colour palette. Please avoid them whenever
the payoff is too small to be legible. The following picture shows the
side by side option, followed by different stacked options.
Figure 9 Logo and payoff options.

Black on white version
The use of this version is recommended for any other application when
colours cannot be reproduced.

Figure 8 Coloured versions of the BUBBLES logo.

Figure 10 Black on white version of the BUBBLES logo.

Logo on colour background

These versions can be used when a colour background is required.
Note that the only background allowed are those of the corporate
colour palette. When a different background colour is required from
the corporate colour palette, use the black or white version of the logo
depending on the background tone and the good judgment of
designer. No other colour combination is allowed.

Figure 11 BUBBLES logo on coloured backgrounds.

1.1.7 Misuse of the Logotype
The following assumptions are not allowed or recommended:







Altering the colours of the brand elements.
Changing typography of the logo.
Using colour versions of the logo on coloured backgrounds
outside BUBBLES colour palette.
Cluttering the logo.
Altering the aspect ratio of the logo and the relative size of the
payoff.
Adding artistic affects to the logo.

Figure 12 shows some examples of not allowed uses of the BUBBLES
logo.

Figure 12 Uses not allowed of the BUBBLES brand.

1.1.8 H2020 Grant Agreement Block
To acknowledge the SJU & EU funding and branding, the SJU logo, EU flag and a reference text must accompany the use of the BUBBLES logo. The following
branding references are some examples that will be used for BUBBLES publications and materials.
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